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Abstract

Sex differences in attitude, ability and interest
towards mathematics have been investigated.

The

purpose of this study is to determine if there are

statistical ly significant differences between fourth,
sixth, seventh, ninth and twelfth grade males and
females in the area of attitudes towards mathematics.

The results of the questionaire given and the
statistical analysis of the data col lected showed some

statistical ly significant difference between males and
females in their ability, attitude and interest.

These

differences were found in the Success, Male Domain and

Confidence attitude scales.

The differences found,

even though sl ight, were significant in that they
showed a stereotype that may have resulted from the

society itself, and not from among the students taking
mathematics courses.
with some of the

The findings are in agreement

l iterature this researcher reviewed.

They support the position that the sl ight differences

found may txe a result of a new attitude among female
mathemat i c i ans.
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IntroductIon

Research has shown that there is a dominance of
males in the field of mathematics.

This predominance

shows up and prevails after the early elementary school
years.
wil l

Therefore, the purpose of this research study

be to determine whether or not there exists sex

differences in the area of mathematics, in regard to

attitude, interest and ability among fourth, sixth,

seventh, ninth and twelfth grade males and females.
Along with this researcher's work, other studies wi l l
also be considered and reviewed.

If there are

differences found between sexes in the mathematics

area, could this perhaps deny one sex the confidence or
security

needed to excel in the area?

If mathematics

ability is found to be greater in males than it is in
females, then perhaps something is amiss in the
education of females.

The lack of progress in

mathematics for females could be a significant

determinant of which col lege or Job for which a female
could qualify.

This study is designed to measure

differences in attitudes, ability and interest between
males and females towards mathematics.

research study wil l

Therefore, this

attempt to uncover facts and

reasons why females need to be aided in the mathematics field.

Several questions need to be raised in regard to
possible outcomes of this study.

These questions would

ultimately need to be answered if there are
statistical ly significant differences found between

males and females in their attitudes, abil ities and

interests.

One would have to question why females do

not excel in this area as males do.

Another question

raised could be why females do not have as great an
interest as males do in the area of mathematics.

Furthermore, are mathematics programs in the

elementary. Junior high school and high school serving
the needs of female students?

Lastly, if there are

differences found, do schools, fami ly members and peers

make a concerted effort to
mathemat i cs?

encourage females to study

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Research has shown that there are two areas to consider

in order to understand

the males'' dominance in the area of

mathematics. This means males tend to excel in taking higher
level mathematics courses and in choosing a career in
mathematics.

One

area is attitude, which includes ones

interest, attitude, environment as wel l as

the society.

The other area is abil ity, which includes actual abi l ity,
aptitude and genetic factors.

These two areas sometimes

overlap with one another in their similarities.
they also overlap in disagreement.

However,

This means that far more

research of good design and adequate data exists for
attitudes towards mathematics.

^

Attitude, according to the research, has dominated the

reasoning and understanding of why males have prevai led in
the world of mathematics.

El izabeth Fennema and Jul ia

Sherman (1977) reviewed 36 studies done since 1974 regarding
males' dominance and superiority in mathematics. The results
showed no difference between the two sexes unti l the

learners reached upper elementary and junior high school ,
and these were not statistical ly significant differences.

In addition, males tended to excel in higher-level cognitive

tasks, and females in lower level cognitive tasks.

This

means males tend to excel in tasks that require processing,

perception and Judgement.

These higher level thinking

skil ls were not as prevelant for females.

Therefore

Fennema and Sherman did an extensive study of their own.
They found minimal differences between males and females.

Therefore, the researchers bel ieved that since there was no
statistical ly significant sex differences in mathematics

achievement scores until about puberty, the number of
females who have equal capability to achieve the same score

as males for learning high school mathematics is much larger
than the actual number of females who elect to study
mathematics in high school and

col lege.

An Important factor appears to affect females^ electing

to study mathematics. This is the societal stereotyping of
the learning and usage of mathematics as masculine.

Because

math is perceived as a male domain, females do not achieve

as well and tend not tb study math to the same degree as
they would if it were seen as a neutral domain.

their evidence

Some of

indicates that females identify mathematics

as a male activity.

There are several indications that the

studying of mathematics is linked to this developing sexual

Identity, therefore., there is a lack of achievement in this
area.

Females do not recognize mathematics as an

appropriate activity, nor do they recognize the usefulness

of mathematics to their 1ong-term^1ife plans.

Another powerful force that appears to operate

differently on boys than girls is parential , according to
Aiken.

He bel ieves parents perceive mathematics to be more

appropriate for boys than for girls.

They are reported as

buying more mathematics games for boys than girls.

In

agreement with Fennema and Sherman, Lewis Aiken (1971)

consistently found male attitude towards mathematics more
positive than females because mathematics is associated with

a mascul ine interest pattern that has developed over a
period of several years.

^

In research done by K. Pedersen, D. Bleyer and P.

Elmore (1985) sex role identity impl ication in mathematics
was examined.

They used the

Fennema-Sherman Mathematics

Attitude Scale with junior high school students.

These

years are important to study because sex role identity

becomes more prominent and crucial .

Furthermore, important

educational choices are made at this stage.

the study showed

The results of

a negative attitude coming from others or

from the females taking the mathematics courses themselves.
Eighth grade females were less likely to express interest in

taking high school mathematics courses than seventh grade
ma 1es were.

Career interests were also measured in the study by the
UNISEX ACT Interest Inventory.

This inventory given in

1975, to seventh and eighth grade students consisted of 90
items that assessed interests in the fol lowing six area:

business communications; business operations, technology and
trade; natural , social and medical sciences; creative and

appl ied arts and soc ial , health and personal services.

The

study showed significantly higher interest among males than

females in mathematics, science and technology trade.
Significantly higher interest among females was found in

creativity, arts, social , health and personal services and
in business communications.

Furthermore, attitudes towards

academic plans showed that eighth grade females were less
l ikely to take high school mathematics courses than seventh

grade females were.

The authors concluded, therefore, that

these results are respresentative of the behavioral patterns
of about 2500 Junior high school students.
position that this behavior pattern is

They support the

cultural ly induced.

They believe Junior high school teachers can facil itate the
change of negative attitudes toward mathematics and of

negative behavior patterns. ^
Shiam Sharma <1983). a research student in Mathematics

Education bel ieves that secondary schools actively
contribute to the differentiation of male and female roles

by closing off some options to girls by giving them the
opportunity to take the courses they want, whether or not
their choice is a higher level mathematics course.

The

researcher believes that neither females nor males should be

given any choice of the courses they want to take.

By

el iminating this option to "freely choose" the courses one
wants, future career choices or performance in mathematics
wou1u not be affected.
have found a correlation

Sharma states that research studies
between subject choice and sex.

Given free choice, girls show preference for exclusively art

based courses.

Therefore, it is not unreasonable to suspect

that a pupi l's subject choice would have direct bearing upon
his/her future goals In mathematics.

Henrietta Wexler <1980) bel ieves with other researchers
that more women than men have been barred from career

advancements because of a lack of mathematics preparation.
This lack, Wexler bel ieves, can be attributed to "math
anxiety" in women.
Educational

She reviewed a report from the

Commission of the States cal led "Achievement

and Participation of Women in Mathematics; an Overview" ,

1974.

A change in attitudes was found from years

13 to 17.

By the twelfth grade girls had taken fewer

courses than boys beyond second-year algebra.

Thus, boys

surpass girls in certain mathematics achievement.

The study found several reasons for girls shying away
from the advanced mathematics courses are:

<1)

Mathematics has been perceived as a male domain.

<2)

The careers girls are encouraged to choose tend
not to require advanced mathematics courses as a
prerequisite.

<3)

Girls do not receive the same encouragement (from
parents, teachers, peers and school counselors)
as boys to take advanced mathematics courses.

<4)

Females lack in their preparation in higher level ,
advanced mathematics courses.

(5)

While both sexes say they enjoy mathematics in

about the same numbers, males express more confi
dence

in

their mathematics abil ities.

^ In another research study, Deborah Stipek <1984),
tested fifth and sixth graders and their attitudes towards

mathematics through pre-test and post-test questionaires.
The pre-test quest1onaires measured students

self-perceptions of competence in the mathematics subject
matter, as well as their performance expectations on a test
to be given.

Post-test questionaires assessed students'

actual performance, subjective ratings of success or
failure, and future performance expectations on tests.
Three factors were measured:

luck, ability and effort.

The

results of the study provided evidence that minimal sex
differences are found mostly for tasks in which males are
believed to be more competent than females at mathematics.

The competence questionaire ratings assessed in this study
did indicate that boys did rate their mathematics competence

higher than girls did.

Moreover, girls were more likely to

claim that that they did poorly on the test because that particu 1 ar

test was too difficult for them.
were more

Furthermore, the girls

l ikely to attribute fai lure on mathematics tests

to lack of ability and less likely to attribute success to
ability than boys did.
This leads to the other main area of research

that has

also dominated the sex differences in mathematics and this

is abil ity.

This area includes actual abi l ity, aptitude,

special ability and genetic factors.
El izabeth Fennema and Jul ia Sherman (1977) bel ieve one

intellectual area that may be related to mathematics

learning is special abil ity and visual ization.

Special

visual ization and abil ity, in mathematics terms, means

involvement of visual

imagery of objects and change or

movement in objects themselves.

Special visual ization

requires that objects be related, reflected and/or

translated.

However, these researchers cannot see a clear

relationship between special visual ization and abi l ity.
Females do perform at levels that are lower then males on
special

visualization tests and their development of this

abil ity may partially
mathematics.

explain females' lower performance in

However, even the development of special

visualization skil ls may be closely related to society's
sexual stereotypes.

According to Piagetian scholars, al l

cognitive abil ities, including spacial visual ization, are
developed by interaction with the physical environment.

The
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play activities of young children are closely linked with
sexual stereotypes of what is appropriate.

They suggest

that boys interaction with the environment are more l ikely
to involve spacial activities than are girls.

Therefore,

even if the intel lectual area of spacial ability is a
determinant of mathematics learning, it may also be related

to stereotypic sex-role behavior. *
Moreover, Fennema <197-4) bel ieves that the most

promising intel lectual factor that may partial ly explain
boys mathematics superiority is spacial ability.

There is a

consensus among many researchers that this is the strongest
and most consistent intel lectual

factor found, although the

sex differences in spacial ability is small.

It is not,

Fennema explains, that there is no concrete evidence why

boys' spacial visualization ability becomes more developed

than that of girls.

However, environment may also influence

the development of spacial ability in at least two ways.
First, sex stereotypes held by our society, dictate how
children should play.

Young girls are encouraged to engage

in homemaking tasks; whereas, young boys build with blocks,
push toy trucks, and engage in athletic activities.

Boys

activities appear to include more spacial components than
that of girls.

Thus, teachers may tend to move girls more

rapidly from concrete representation to symbolic
representation.

As a result, girls may lack the concrete

experiences that develop spacial

abi l ity.
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Henrietta Wexler (1980) in agreement with Fennema and
Sherman, found in a study "Women

in Mathematics," that at

age 13, girls do better than boys do in spacial
visual ization; visual izing shapes and manipulating them
abstractly.

By grade 12, the girls and boys use the skil l

equal ly as wel l .

Yet inferior spacial visual ization ski l ls

have been cited often as a barrier to womens'' success in

mathematics achievement or careers requiring mathematics
know1 edge.

Jul ian C. Stanley and C.P. Benbow (1980) researched SAT
scores of 10,000 gifted and talented Junior high school
seventh and eighth grade students.
six different talent groups.

They were broken into

Benbow and Stanley drew their

data from six talent searches conducted by John Hopkins

University since 1972 in six states to identify and help
mathematical ly gifted youth.

The greatest difference found

by this pair between boys and girls was in the upper ranges
of mathematics reasoning ability.
2 to 1.

Boys outscored the girls

Not one girl earned the top SAT Mathematics score

in any of the six talent groups.

They observed differences

in mathematics reasoning ability up until seventh grade

between sexes.

Unti l

then, boys and girls presumable had

the same amount of formal mathematics training.

Therefore,

the difference found in mathematics reasoning abi l ity was

observed before girls and boys started to differ
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significantly in mathematics courses being taken.

Thus,

taking different courses in mathematics cannot explain sex

differences in mathematics reasoning abi l ity.

^Reasearchers Benbow and Stanley <1981) in another
article shared their bel ief that there are differences found

in mathematics, not simply because of the advanced courses
taken, but because there is a difference in mathematics

aptitude.

They conclude that boys and girls may score

differently on mathematics aptitude tests because there may

be a difference in out-of-school activities that have given
boys an edge.

These activities range from athletics,

building with blocks, and pushing toy trucks,
Moreover, Henrietta Wexler <1980) in "Women

Mathematics:

in

•

An Overview", states that in problem solving

when boys and girls are shown to have taken the same

mathematics courses through Junior high school or high
school , tests results show little difference between the

sexes in computation and problem solving.
Another aspect, noted by Fennema <1974) is that several

researchers have suggested that verbal factors are clearly
related to the learning of mathematics.

E.E. Maccoby, cited

by Fennema, believes that although high performance in
verbal factors usual ly coincides with high performance in
mathematics learning, the interaction of sex with the two

factors appears unclear.

Maccoby concluded in 1966, that
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young girls are superior to young boys in verbal abil ity and

that girls, learn to read earl ier than boys.

Throughout the

school years, girls do better on tests of grammar and

spel l ing and word fluency.

However, by ten years of age, in

the verbal area of reading, boys perform as wel l as the

girls do.

Boys catch up to girls in reading achievement

about the age boys begin to surpass girls in mathematics

performance.

What, if any, interaction is there between

verbal abil ities and sex that would affect mathematics?

If

girls are super i or to boys in verbal ab i l ity after pubert y
and if mathematics and verbal ability are closely related,
why aren''t girls superior to boys in mathematics?

No

studies have been found to offer insight into this
intriguing question.

A last aspect that needs to be at least mentioned, even
though no substantial evidence in studies has been shown, is
the genetic factor.

Because it appears clear that a problem

does exist concerning females' studying of mathematics,

Stafford <1972) has suggested that quantitative abil ity is
transmitted as a recessive characteristic on the X

chromosome.

If one accepted this hypothesis, it fol lows

that fewer females are inherently as capable as males to

learn mathematics.

No known data or analysis, however,

confirms Staffords' X-1inked recessive hypothesis

of the

inheritabi1 ity of the quantitative abi l ity as important at
this point.

In summary, a gap has been shown, however sl ight,
between males and females in the area of mathematics

performance, interests and attitudes.

This gap appears in

the upper elementary school years and becomes larger during
the Junior high and high school years of education.

This

difference at the present time is not ful ly explainable, but

through the researchers' viewpoints, insights and research

done, this difference is being confronted.

Researchers

continue to seek answers for the apparent sex differences in
mathematics attitudes and achievement.

Sex differences in

mathematics abi l ity appears to be only a myth.

A

significant amount of research has been done, but none has
proved conclusively that males are superior to females in
the area of mathematics.

The sl ight difference that does

exist in mathematics interest between the sexes is
behavioral and not genetic.

Therefore with a different

upbringing towards mathematics, females could easi ly reduce
the slight difference that does exist.
definitive explanation continues.

Thus the quest for a
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Statement of the Hypothesis

The purpose of this study wil l be to ascertain
whether there wil l

be any statistical ly significant

difference between fourth, sixth, seventh, ninth and
twelfth grade males and females in
attitude

Nul l

in

interest and

the area of mathematics.

Hypothesis:

There wi l l

be no statistical ly

significant differences between
fourth, sixth, seventh, ninth

and twelfth grade males and
females in
in

interest and attitude

the area of mathematics at

the .05 level of significance.
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Methodology

A total of 735 students in the Rialto Unified

School District in grades four, six, seven, nine and
twelve were

given the questionnare by this researcher.

A random sampling of students in each of these grades
was identified.

The three elementary schools tested

were Simpson, Myers and Trapp.

Each of these schools

is in a different social ly and racial ly integrated
area.

In the fourth grade population 81 males and 97

females were given the questionnaire.

One hundred and

eighteen males and 101 females were given the
questionnaire in the sixth grade population.

At the

Junior high school level , in the seventh grade 49 males
and 42 females, and in the ninth grade 39 males and 26

females were given the questionnaire.
senior high school

Final ly, at the

level 41 males and 50 females in the

twelfth grade were given the questionaire.

Simpson Elementary School is geographical ly
located in a middle class area.
from two income famil ies.

Many students come

Simpson has a population of

50 percent Caucasian, 30 percent Black, 15 percent
Hispanic and 5 percent of both Fi l ipino and Asian
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American.

Next, Trapp Elementary School

Is

geographical ly located in an upper-middle class area.
As with Simpson, many students from this area come from

a two income fami ly.

Caucasians make up 54 percent of

the student population at Trapp Elementary School .
other 46

The

percent is made up of 31 percent Hispanic, 14

percent Black and the other 1 percent is made up of
Asian students.

The final elementary school tested was

Myers Elementary School .

Myers is geographical ly

located in a lower class income area.

Many of the

students come from families on welfare.

Racial ly,

Myers has a majority of 57 percent Black student

population.

The other 43 percent is made up of 27

percent Hispanic, 14 percent Caucasian and the other 2
percent is made up of Filipino, Asian and native
American students.

The Junior high school tested was Kolb Junior High
School.

Kolb was chosen because it is geographical ly

located in a middle class area.

There were 91 seventh

graders and 65 ninth graders tested.

The seventh grade

classes tested were UGR2, medium level , general
mathematics courses.

The ninth grade classes tested

were UGR3, high level mathematics courses.

Kolb''s

student population is made up majorly of 49 percent

18

Caucasians, 25 percent Black, 24 percent Hispanic and
the other 2 percent is made up of Fi l ipino, Asian and
native Americans.

Eisenhower is Rialto's only senior high school .

Thus, every high school student goes to this school .
This tenth, eleventh and twelfth grade high school has

a racial percentage of 43 percent Caucasian, 24 percent
Hispanic, 30 percent Black and the other 3 percent is
made up of a combination of Filipino, Asian and native

Americans.

The twelfth grade classes given the

questionaire were one calculus and two

trigonometry/math analysis classes.

A total population

of 41 males and 50 females were given the questionnaire
in the twelfth grade advanced mathematics courses
Eisenhower High School.

at

A tester from the calculus

class noted that since Eisenhower opened, in 1963, a
consistently even number of females and males have
taken advanced mathematics courses.

The purpose of the research study was to ascertain
whether or not there existed sex differences in

attitude and interest in the area of mathematics.

questionnaire which consisted of 48 questions was
created by this researcher.

The questionnaire was

based on the Fennema-Sherman Mathematics Attitude

A
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Scales.

This Instrument is entitled An Instrument

Designed to Measure Attitudes Towards the Learning of
Mathematics by Males and Females

(1976).

This

instrument was the only one avai lable found to be
suitable for this study.

Eight scales were used with

six questions from each of the eight categories.

These

eight scales consisted of the fol lowing categories:

confidence in learning mathematics, father, mother and
teacher scales measuring perceptions of attitudes
towards one as learner of mathematics, attitudes toward

success in mathematics, mathematics as a male domain,

usefulness of mathematics and mathematics anxiety
scale.

These questionnaires were given to the

principals of the five schools agreeing to give the
questionnaire with very precise instructions.
was a cover sheet for al l

Included

adults involved, which was an

explanation of my research project.

Also included was

a sheet of instructions for principals and instructions
for teachers to read to their students.

Furthermore,

an optional sheet that was an information and comments
sheet was included.

(see Appendix A)

Upon completion of the questionnaires by students
within a two week period, they were sent to this
researcher in an envelope provided.

Seventy three per
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cent of the questionnaires sent out were returned.

The

results of the questionaire were hand tal l ied by this
researcher.

They were divided into yes and no answers

by males and females.

In this study an attempt wil l

be made to evaluate

the data and draw conclusions based on the data.

Do

there exist differences in male and female attitudes

and interests towards mathematics?

differences exist.
tests wil l

be done.

If so, why do these

The chi Square and t-statistica1

/I

Fi ndi ngs

Upon completion of the hand tal lied scores done by
this researcher frequency scores were derived.

The

scores were categorized by gender, grade level and

category.

The frequency scores were group totals

computed into percentages of yes and no answers.

The

scores were put on an Apple He Computer Daisy program
in order for statistical

tests to be done.

statistical

two-tai led tests were done.

statistical

tests were also done.

tests were done to see whether

The t-test

The chi square

Both statistical

there were simi larities

or differences between the group scores that were
tabulated.

Both

of

these

plausible for this study.

tests were considered

For the t-test and chi

square test, the level of significance was set at the
.05 level

of

confidence.

The first half of this study was to determine
whether or not there existed statistical ly significant
differences between male and female attitudes.

There

were statistical ly significant differences found in
five of the eight categories tested (see Table 1).

The
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attitudes scales that tested Usefulness of Mathematics

and the Father's Perception Toward His Chi ld as a

Learner of Mathematics both showed statistical ly

significant differences at the .05 level of confidence.

The differences showed up between fourth grade males
and females.

Another area the attitude scale showed
statistical ly significant differences was in the

Success scale.

Ninth grade males and females showed

differences at the .05 level of confidence.

The

seventh grade males and females showed some sl ight
differences that should be noted.

The differences

found here could possibly show that females are

very

much interested in the success that they encounter
within mathematics courses they take.

These

non-optional courses taken at this particular time of

their education may be making some impact upon females.
This sign is exciting because females, not only males,
are showing interest and concern with their rate of
success in mathematics involvement.

Furthermore, statistical ly significant differences
were found at the .05 level of confidence in the Male

Domain attitude scale.

Differences were found between

males and females in both the fourth and sixth grades.
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Again the underlying determination impl ied here by

females to overcome the stereotype placed upon them by
the society or the opposite sex may be enl ightening.
The differences found here at the intermediate level

in

school , according to previous research cited, are said
to be about the time when females tend to shy away from
mathematics because of the peer pressure.

Females do

not want males to think that perhaps they are
interested in mathematics because it is l inked to a

masculine characteristic.

This consistent,

statistical ly significant differences found at the

intermediate level may be a gateway to females
disagreement with this perception held by others.
Final ly, between male and female attitudes, there
were statistical ly significant differences found at the
.05 level of confidence in the Anxiety scale.
Differences also exist at the seventh grade level as

wel l

as at the twelfth grade level .

There was no

consistent pattern found in this particular scale.

The

differences found at the seventh grade level could

perhaps be perceived as a struggle of females decision
making at this period of time in their

l ife.

Perhaps

they are not sure whether or not mathematics is a
priority at this sex-role identity crisis in' their

24

l ife.

Again, this researcher''s viewpoint is no doubt a

positive sign of the female's search to find her place
in

the mathematics arena.

The second half of this researcher's study was to
determine whether or not differences exist within

genders in their attitudes.

Among males there were

statistically significant differences in three of the

eight attitude scales tested.

Among females there were

statistical ly significant differences in five of the
eight categories tested.

First of al l , there were statistical ly significant

differences at the .05 level of confidence among
males (see Table 2).

One of the attitude scales that

showed differences was the Confidence scale.

The

differences found in this category were between the
fourth and sixth grade males at the .05 level of

confidence and between sixth and seventh grade males at

the .01 level of confidence.

Obviously males in the

intermediate grades lack confidence in their attitude

towards mathematics ability and interest.

As males get

older, there is no statistical ly significant

difference.

Perhaps the females are final ly making an

impact in the mathematics area at the Junior high and

high school levels.

Perhaps males are feel ing somewhat

inadequate as they progress into the upper grades.
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Interestingly, females at the seventh and ninth grade
level showed statistical ly significant differences at
the .05 level

of confidence.

This coincides with there

being no statistical ly significant differences shown

for the males at this point.

Next, in the Success attitude scale, there were

statistical ly significant differences found at the .05
level of confidence (see Table 3).

The differences

were found between females at the seventh through ninth

grade levels.

These differences are interesting

because they are only found with the females.

This

could be because of the presence of a female teacher at

the senior high school .

At the high school , one of the

higher level mathematics courses is taught by a woman.
This is an excel lent role model for females, and males
as wel l .

This should show females that they can be

successful and comfortable with a mathematics course or
even a mathematics career.

This should also show males

that females are equal ly capable and wil ling to go into
higher level mathematics courses.

Furthermore, the Male Domain attitude scale showed
some statistical ly significant differences at the .05

level of confidence.

Differences were found between

twelfth grade males and between fourth through seventh
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grade females.
more

Could It be that females are becoming

l iberated and their attitudes changing towards a

mathematics movement?

Perhaps females are beginning to

see that this world and al l

its options are not for

males only, but being a female in today's world is
equal ly as rewarding.

Moreover, could females these

days, in comparison to the 70's, be not as worried of
their sex role identity, or the changing of it?

This

researcher sees these differences as a positive step of

growth in females in mathematics.
Final ly, the last category in which some
statistically significant differences were found was

the Anxiety attitude scale.

Differences were found at

the .05 level of significance.

These differences were

between fourth through seventh grade males and seventh

and ninth grade females.

pressure to perform wel l

It seems as though the

in mathematics more

consistently lies with males and for a longer period of
years.

Whereas the females seem to be under pressure

during those crucial and constantly changing Junior
high school

years.

The differences seem to show that

females want to perform better whi le taking required

mathematics courses, which wil l only motivate them to
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take the higher level mathematics courses. These

positive differences found are only an encouragement in
drawing females into the world of mathematics.

Table 1
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Males compared with Females

6th

4th

Confidence

o

7th

9th

12th

Ln

Mother's

Perceptions

Father's

Perceptions

I

Success
o

.10

«

O
Ln

Teacher's

Perceptions

.05
Male
Domain

.05

Usefulness

Anxiety
.05

T score= number near top

.05

Chi Square score- nutber near bott om
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Males compared with Females

6ch-7ch

4th-6th

7th-9ch

9ch-12th

.01

.05
Confidence

Mother's

Perceptions

Father's

Perceptions

Success

Teacher's

Perceptions

Male
Domain

.05

.10
'

Usefulness

.02
T score= number

Anxiety

near

t<

.05

Chi Square scon
number near
bottom

Table 3
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Males compared with Females

6ch-7ch

4th-6th

7th-9ch

9ch-12th

Confidence
.05

Mother's

Perceptions

Father's

Perceptions

Success

.05

.05

Teacher's

Perceptions
.05

Male
Domain

.05

.05
i

Usefulness

T score= number

Anxiety

near

.05

r.c

Chi Square score
number near
bot Com
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Imp 1 i cat i ons

There were few statistical ly significant
differences found between males and females in the area

of mathematics attitudes towards interest and abil ity.

This coincides with this researcher's investigation
into the work done in this area by others.

dominate the field of mathematics.

Males do

However, the few

statistical ly significant differences present, seemed

to imply that females were taking an active part in the
mathematics area.

The differences that indicate this

were found in the Success and Male Domain attitude
seales.

It should be noted that a female educator at the

high school included in this study teaches a higher
level mathematics course.
revealed

that the higher level mathematics courses

have always had

females.

Conversation with her

about the same number of males and

She said that this equality has existed since

she has been an educator at the school .

there since its opening.

She has been

This educator has been, is

and wi l l be, a very positive role model for females
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exposed to her.

She wil l only aide in the recruitment

of females into the mathematics courses and perhaps
even a career in mathematics.

She displays an attitude

of confidence for females today that needs to develop
more ful ly in order for females to feel comfortable in
this area.

Another point of interest is that females are not
as intimidated by males in the mathematics field.

As

previously noted, females are taking more higher level
mathematics courses; in other words, optional courses.

This could be attributed to a higher success attitude
that is prevailing among females at the present time.
The fact that they are feel ing such success in their
mathematics courses can only draw them into the
mathematics arena.

The l iterature indicated that there is a

stereotype prevalent in the society today that seems to
intimidate females who want to enjoy mathematics.
However, this study showed some differences in the

confidence and success attitude scales.

Therefore, one

could only assume that females are shunning the

stereotypes.

It is acceptable that females take higher

level mathematics courses and achieve to their ful lest

potential.

The peer pressure placed upon females at

J3

the Junior high school level does not seem to be
affecting the student population studied in this
research, as shown in several attitude scales.

Hopeful ly, this wi l l be the rule and not the exception
in the near future.

Sex differences, therefore, would appear to be an

important, though not necessari ly a control l ing factor
in the futherance of females into the field of
mathemat i cs.
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Cone 1 us i ons

The data used in this study were those available

in the publ ic schools.

Without a lot of specific

background information from student files, there was no
indication that any other data exist which would more

appropriately indicate the relationship between males
and females attitudes towards mathematics interest and
abi1 i ty.

This researcher tested eight different attitude

scales at five different grade levels.

There was no

grade level or any specific attitude scale that showed
statistical ly significant differences al l the way
across or down any data table.

Mathematics does have bearing on post high school

events.

Every effort should be made, therefore, to

develop and promote elementary. Junior high school and
senior high school mathematics programs.

The empirical assumption that males are more

geared towards mathematics than females and that they
are more innately gifted in the field would appear to
be mostly myth from the results of this study.
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Therefore, the nul l hypothesis original ly stated
appears in large part to be correct.

Some differences

were found but consistent statistical ly significant
differences between

males and females were

not

ident i fled.

Further study is required, however, to determine
the answers and hopeful ly solutions to questions raised

by the findings of this study.
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APPENDIX A
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Dear Principal,

Novenber 30, 1987

Please discribute these quescionaires to 3 of your largest
—

ciathenatics classes.

Again, please let

these teachers know that this questionaire should only take a 10-15
mute period. Please have teachers return the completed questionai tcls
to ne in the envelope provided by Friday, December 11th. They can
put them through the inner-district mail. Thank you again for your

n

help.
Sincerely,
Krs. Rose Howse

Teacher,' Simpson Elementary School

If you have any questions please call me at extension 7954.
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Dear Teacher,

Jusc for your infomacion, the reason I an giving this questionaire
is to gather data for my Masters Project. My project's subject is "Sex

Difierences in Mathematics." The questionaire is an attitude and interest
inventory chat will shov how each person feels about mathematics. It is

being given to Ach, 6th, 7ch, 9ch and 12th grade students in our district.

It will not be given to all however, but some. I appreciate the time you'
Caking in aiding me in my data gathering!
Sincerely,
Rose Howse
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Inscruecions for Teachers:

1. Please allow a good 10-15 minuccs for scudencs Co answer quescionaire.
2-

Pass ouc quescionaire.

3.

Read Inscruccions below co scudencs.

4. Encouagc scudencs noc Co ponder on any one scacenenc coo long.
5. Answer any quescions scudencs may have.

6. Do noc lead scudencs to believe chis is a CesC, ic is siaply a quescionaire
7. You may help scudencs read and underscand any word chey aay noc know.
8. When chrough with quescionaire, collecc, fill ouc inforaacion sheet and
return co ROSE KOWSE, Siapson Eleaencary School in the envelope provided.
9. Thanks again for your cine and cooperacion!
Inscruccions co be read to Scudencs: (Please Paraphrasei I!)
1.

This is a quescionaire to find ouC about YOU and Hachemacics!

2. Ac Che Cop, mark an X ne.xt Co the M if you are a male, mark an X next
Co Che F if you are a fenale.

3*

Fill in Che grade level chat you'are currently in.

5.

Do noc cake Coo long on any one sCatement.

4. Answer each stateruent by narking an X next Co Che response you choose.
Y stands for Yes, N stands for No.

6. This quescionaire will not cake you more chat 10-15 minutes.

7. When you are chrough . . . (either have them .turn in to you as chey each
complete the quescionaire, .or collect them all at once, whatever is mosc
convenient for you!)

8.

You may begin.

9.

Have FUN!!!

Information

Sheet:

School:

Grade Level:
Course Tide:

Teacher's Name: (opcional)
Comments:
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Male

Fetaale

Y y

N

1.

Y

N

~2.

Y

M

3.

Y

N

4.

Y

N

5.

~6 .
"7.
~8 .

Y k

N

Y

N

Y
Y

N
M

Mach is my worse subject. ■!%

9.

~10 .

N

|

My dad does not care if I take math courses

I do not like people to chink I am smart in math.

M~^ 14, ^^iuoj.ea J.n macn are kind ot man-like.
~15 . Taking math is a waste of time, l' -i' t

N

Y

N

16 .

Y
Y

M
M

17 .
IS .

Y

N

19.

Y

N

20.

Y

N

21.

Y

N

23.

N

24.

Y

N

25.

'/Vl , Q ,

Math makes my mind go blank. /4

I am able to get good grades in mach. €kyAf^'

„

I would be happy to get good grades in math.

<S'«. ,

My teachers think I could do well in math.

^

—
,-r TGoes not
care if
I' take math c ourses.I y

(
2.

^

'DtX^

yy]

"2

high mach grades I would not c4re.

—29. My teachers think math is a waste of tine for me.

Females who enjoy math are a bit strange. tlXhsmtmmSS£l 10^ ,"0 '
M^ch will not be important for my life's work.

M , 32. Math tests scare me. /},

3-^3
y
N
^ ^

3-i—

^ mom ^thinks math
confidence
when it'
34. My
is important.

• •^y
IL"

comes
v , f ■ 'Co math. CmpX- '
thinks I could be good in math. ^ 'OiXfSl

would be great Co be thought of as smart in' math. ^ SOCOUy^

2^1at math
"achthan
courses
1 m^ms^
can.
naturally better
girls,
m #23 ,

d9. Knowing math will help me make my future living. X^A-AjL.
^
usually very comfortable in my math class. PxrJL *

y___N___^l- I am not good at math.

1 ' ;■ v

'

^
y

N;_j^42. My mom thinks math is a waste^f time for me.
N 43. My dad does not like math.

^

N__44. If I had good math grades, I would try to hide ic .

^

£>&ytJ

25. I do noc thinkI could do well in math. Ccrr^'l' /^/jv

H f -^7. My dad thinks math is a waste of time...^

y

^

)
' "O <

24. It would.noc bother me to take more math courses.
"y

y
3

y.,.

^

My mom has encouraged me to do well in math. .nWW'
My dad likes to see my math grades.

26. Wv mom

y

St4 c:

■"22,# Females can do just as well as males in math.

Y

- ''

R^<Tr

My mom does not like to do mach.

13.

Y

:X~"' N

.

I would be proud Co be the outscanding mach scudenc
My ceacher has, helped me study math more.
"T €i?i'
Math is just as appropriate for males as it is for females.
I will need math for my future, uu^jl
Mach does noc scare me at alL.fjCrVsXi

N
11.
N , "12 .

^

■* i lo

My mom chinks I am good in math.
My dad chinks mach is very impoccant.

y
y

y

Quescioaaire

1 can handle more difficult math.

y

y. . N

Grade Level

'

^

My teachers do noc talk to me seriously about math.

Males are naturally better than girls at math.

N_j^47. Math will not be relevant or helpful to my future. \JkA.^

N_<;^48. Math usually makes me feel nervous and uncomfortable.

- 0'
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